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“YOUR HARVEST TIME HAS ARRIVED”

VIRTUOUS WOMAN’S MOVEMENT WILL BRING DOWN NASTY WOMEN’S KINGDOM
OF DARKNESS OVER THIS NATION!

Stand with Faye Today!!!!!
We are launching our Virtuous Woman’s movement this week. It is time to organize women who
believe in the God Abraham, Isaac & Jacob and proclaim,” We are not ashamed of the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
The mean, vicious, hateful, liberal radical, Nasty Women’s take- over of our education institutions
K – 12 and higher education institutions must be rejected and stopped, now! Using students as
a captive audience can no longer be allowed, whether by indoctrinated and brainwashed liberal
professors, coaches, mobs, administrators, or speakers.
Liberals have a right to free speech. They are free to choose to insult our flag, national anthem,
nation, the President, First Lady, Christians, and women who are committed Christians. They do
not have a right to force their liberal, twisted, ideology on our youth as fact through public education
and tax funded higher education institutes. IT MUST BE STOPPED! We Must Face Facts and Act to
put a stop to those who will use every means possible to promote their godless, controlling, wicked,
radical, liberal agenda.

Look at what we are up against and understand why
the Virtuous Woman’s voices must be loud and direct!
The degeneration of liberals’ values has taken root because we released the minds of our youth to
their bullying and misusing the U S Constitution to ban the Bible, Prayer, the Ten Commandments
and the message that Jesus is the Savior of al l mankind… They replaced it with a twisted concept of
religion according to the U N’s Gaia faith. The Earth is their mother!
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Hillary Clinton:

Buys a ‘Nasty Woman’ T-shirt to support Planned Parenthood
By Eric Sykes, Digital Content Producer | July 12, 2017 3:06 PM

Hillary Clinton made clear her support for Planned Parenthood on Twitter.
On Twitter, Clinton appeared to model a black shirt that read, “nasty woman.”

THIS IS THE
WOMAN WITH
SECRET SERVICE
PROTECTION
FOR LIFE….TAX
FUNDED
More squandered tax dollars by U S Congress.
Obama and RINOS changed law in 2012 from
10 years after leaving office to Life for president
and wife. Just another “shakedown of tax
payers>It is time to reverse this law.
Look at Hillary’s latest comments in a time of
sorrow, weeping and mourning. God’s removal
has left a void for evil to fill! Our nation needs
a savior! The consequences of taking God out
of the public square are grave! The body of
Christ can no longer remain silent!
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Hillary Clinton attacks NRA over Las Vegas shooting and calls for gun control
‘We can and must put politics aside, stand up to the NRA’
By Andrew Buncombe New York

As we go forward look the article below. We need to ask, Is Hillary dangerous? Also, why is Attorney
General Sessions covering for her alleged crimes? Why is he not enforcing the Law??

Canadian Press: Antisocial Personality Disorder, Sociopathy
Virtuous Women Movement
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Is Hillary Clinton schizophrenic?
by Klaus Rohrich Canadian Free Press

Wednesday, April 26, 2006 Just when you think you’ve figured out what Hillary Clinton is all about, she makes
a complete 180-degree turn and throws you off your game. So I started to wonder: is Hillary schizophrenic?
There is little doubt in my mind that she suffers from Antisocial Personality Disorder (APD) or maybe even
Sociopathy, given her long history of gaining at the expense of those who have faithfully served her.
Those who would take issue with my diagnosis may do so, as I do not purport to be a psychiatrist. But I do have
access to the Diagnostic andStatistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM IV), which offers some fascinating
insights into what I see as Hillary’s personality quirks.

“There is little doubt in my mind that she suffers
from Antisocial Personality Disorder”
For instance, DSM IV defines someone with APD as an i
ndividual who displays at least three of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Failure to conform to social norms;
Deceitfulness, manipulativeness;
Impulsivity;
Irritability, aggressiveness;
Reckless disregard for the safety of self or others;
Consistent irresponsibility;
Lack of remorse after having hurt, mistreated or stolen from another person.”

To follow Hillary’s career, there are at least three of these traits that appear to be a recurring theme.
These include deceitfulness and manipulation, irritability and aggressiveness as well as lack of
remorse. It serves no purpose to go into tedious detail about how these symptoms have manifested
themselves, but suffice it to say that Vince Foster, the Rose Law Firm billing records and the
commodities futures deal figure prominently.
Now I am given to wondering if Hillary may be suffering from more than APD. Could it be she’s also
schizophrenic? I refer to Hillary’s apparent habit of flip-flopping on issues. First, Hillary says it’s bad to
profile individuals based on race, sexual orientation, religion or national origin, particularly when the
department of Homeland Security people look too closely at fundamentalist Muslims boarding planes.
Then all of a sudden it’s okay with Hillary to profile if a group of people that wish to purchase a few
port terminals in the United States happen to be Muslim Arabs.
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Hillary recently joined in the protests against immigration reform claiming that illegal Mexican
immigrants are in par with the Good Samaritan and maybe even Jesus, who Hillary wrongly believed
to have been illegally in Bethlehem. Less than two weeks later, she is calling for a physical barrier
between Mexico and the U.S. to put an end to illegal immigration. What gives?
But her apparent schizophrenia goes back much further. I seem to recall her falling squarely on both
the Palestinians’ and the Israelis’ side during her initial run for her Senate seat. She was also in favor of
the war in Iraq but was highly critical of Bush sending in the troops when he did. In fact, she voted in
favor of the war during a Senate debate just prior to the bombs falling. In a speech on the Senate floor,
Hillary stated, “So it is with conviction that I support this resolution as being in the best interests of
our nation.” She then relentlessly criticized the handling of the war. DSM IV describes a Schizophrenic
patient as being “delusional” or “hallucinating”.
We need to send Hillary and radical friends the message below:

Hillary Clinton;

You Do Not Speak for me!!! I did not vote for you.
I know my voice and am NOT a Nasty Woman!
The Bible tells us, “to rebuke a man saves his soul.”

On our Saturday prayer and briefing call we have been praying about our soon to be launched
Virtuous Woman’s crusade. . We must rebuke these nasty women and confront their message of
degenerancy and threats to our sovereignity, security, religious freedom, free speech, and Biblical
influence.
Hillary is the archetech of the take over of women in this nation, seducing them into a vicious,
mean, porographic, filthy, godless feminist, secular humanist, movement. Using classrooms across
the nation, our youth have been a captive audience for the liberal funded indoctrination of liberal
theology and evoluton.
Replacing God , His Word, Christian values, prayer, the Ten Commandments, independence,
patriotism, and prosperity, with tax funded abortions, fatherless families, poverity, anti American
bigotry, and co dependence.
Below are a few of the leaders of the Nasty Women’s movement that must hear our rebuke. Their
character is repugnant and disgusting. They are not role models for our daughters and young women.
It is time to confront them and stand up for our God and holiness.

Kathy Griffin Holds Up
Donald Trump’s Severed
Head in Photoshoot
Virtuous Women Movement
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Women’s March Organizer Linda Sarsour Calls For ‘Jihad’ Against Trump
Photo by Noam Galai/WireImage
by Aidan McLaughlin

Speaking at the Islamic
Society of North American
Convention last weekend
Women’s March organizer Linda Sarsour ripped into the Trump administration and called for “jihad” against
Trump. ISNA itself has a long history of ties to Islamic extremism.
Jordan Schachtel of Conservative Review notes, Sarsour began the speech by thanking Siraj Wajjah – a man
“listed as an unindicted co-conspirator in the 1993 World Trade Center bombings. “It got worse from there.
She ranted:
Why sisters and brothers, why are we so unprepared. Why are we so afraid of this administration and the
potential chaos that they will ensue on our community?...I hope, that when we stand up to those who oppress
our communities, that Allah accepts from us that as a form of jihad....We are struggling against tyrants
and rulers not only abroad...but here in the United States of America where you have fascists and white
supremacists and Islamophobes reining in the White House.
She concluded, “Our number one and top priority is to protect and defend our community. It is not to assimilate
and to please any other people in authority. And our top priority…is to please Allah, and only Allah.”
Sarsour, who was called a “Champion of Change” by the Obama White House, has a long history of speaking
kindly of shariah law and terrorists. Sarsour stated that underwear bomber Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab was
a CIA agent; she supports attacks on the Israeli Defense Force; she stated that “the sacrifice the black Muslims
slaves went through in this country is nothing compared to Islamophobia today”; she stated that Brigitte
Gabriel and victim of Islamic genital mutilation Ayaan Hirsi Ali didn’t deserve to be called women, explaining,
‘I wish I could take their vaginas away – they don’t deserve to be women.”
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Secret Service WILL investigate Madonna after singer says she wants to BLOW UP the White
House in expletive-filled rant at women’s march in DC January 2017.

Michelle Obama: ‘Any woman who voted against Hillary
Clinton voted against their own voice’
By Jennifer Hansler, CNN
Former first lady Michelle Obama questioned the
decisions of women who did not cast a ballot for
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton in
the 2016 presidential election, saying on Wednesday
in Boston that they “voted against their own voice.”
The comment came as Obama discussed her
process for writing the book she’s working on
during a question and answer session at Inbound,
a marketing and sales conference. Obama was a
keynote speaker at the event.
As Obama told the crowd that as she was working
on her book, she reflected on why she was successful. She said success came because she stayed true to her
“authentic self,” but feels that not everyone does the same, and used the recent election as an example.
“Quite frankly, we saw this in this election. As far as I’m concerned, any woman who voted against Hillary
Clinton voted against their own voice,” Obama said.
The comment came as Obama discussed her process for writing the book she’s working on during a question
and answer session at Inbound, a marketing and sales conference. Obama was a keynote speaker at the event.
(Her success is/was tax funded. No first lady was ever as exorbitant as Michelle. Millions without shame….
Insulting those of us she cannot control or deceive and disrespecting our president, his wife, and office is a
disgrace. Her meanness is what she sees as “true to self.”
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As Obama told the crowd that as she was working on her book, she reflected on why she was
successful. She said success came because she stayed true to her “authentic self,” but feels that not
everyone does the same, and used the recent election as an example.
“Quite frankly, we saw this in this election. As far as I’m concerned, any woman who voted against Hillary
Clinton voted against their own voice,” Obama said.

“THESE VICIOUS, HATEFUL,
MEAN, NASTY WOMEN NEED
TO HEAR OUR VOICE.“

Please sponsor my Virtuous Woman’s movement today!

The attack on Christians including the first lady Melania Trump must be confronted. These NASTY
WOMEN must be removed from classrooms before any more blood is shed in our streets by organized
mobs filled with hate and total disrespect for our President, first lady, flag and nation.
More on this next week. Their threats on our President must halt or they must face justice!
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PRAYER POINTS

The following awesome prophecy confirms our Virtuous Woman’s movement.
Read and believe! It is God’s Word to you.
I had a dream that I found a stash of change laying beside the road. I began to pick it up and it began
to multiply. Under the silver dollars, fifty cent pieces, quarters, there were plastic bags filled with
coins. As I worked to put them into the hatch back of my car, they multiplied and under them was a
hugh box of dollar bills wrapped in big stacks. I put them in the car and they filled to car to capacity.
More was still on the side of the road as I drove off.
I was praising God and asking what I would do first????
• We must get Bibles on college campuses with Bible teachers supplied with a curriculum to teach
God’s Word for two hours weekly, , in the Chapels in every state. The Word will light a candle in
dark places and will not return void.
• Our media team must be funded.
• Legal fees must come forth to sue Liberal liars at Southern Poverty Law Center.
• We must print invitations to join Virtuous Woman’s material to recruit and organize thousands of
women to unite and stand with me announcing, “we are not ashamed of the gospel of Jesus Christ
and Nasty Women do not speak for us.”

Prophecy confirms our mission:

Awesome! Sent to me by Gay, IWI, Lubbock, Tx.
Daughters of God, His roar through you is about to get loud, as the Lord is removing limitations from
upon you. The Lord is removing the things that have attempted to pervert, twist and hinder what
God is doing within you and through you. You have been silenced for too long and now the Lord
is removing the tape from your mouth and you will speak LOUDLY. I saw a roar coming out from
within you, that is going to shake nations. I saw a roar coming out of you, that is going to shake your
household. I saw a roar coming out of you, that is going to shake your workplace. I saw a roar coming
out of you, that is going to bring about a mighty move of God in your midst. This roar, is the roar
that comes from the deep place of the awakening to the true reality of your identity and worth in
Him. I see the roar coming out from within you that is HIS roar and it is bringing things into sudden
alignment and it is ACTIVATING DESTINY around you.
The enemy has been attempting to silence you for so long, because WITHIN YOU is a message,
within you is a FLOW, within you is a ROAR of heaven, that when released the Lord is going to bring
significant breakthrough, change, alignment and destiny activations all around. There are new songs
that the Lord is birthing through you. The Lord is unlocking the places of captivity within you where
the enemy has fought hard to keep your song hidden. Where the enemy has brought so much shame,
condemnation, fear and insecurity upon you to keep the song the Lord has placed within you, your
life message, from coming out. Daughter of God, it’s coming out! It’s coming out! It’s coming out! It is
going to look completely different to the song of another daughter of God, but it HAS to be different.
The Lord is releasing the INDIVIDUAL sounds of the daughters of God, but together they flow in
harmony, decreeing the sound “HE IS COMING! THE KING IS COMING! MAKE WAY! MAKE WAY FOR
THE GREATEST MOVE OF GOD UPON THE EARTH! MAKE ROOM! MAKE WAY! HERE HE COMES.”
Virtuous Women Movement
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Christy writes;

I AM BIRTHING MY WEAPONS OF PURITY
Recently I saw before me in a vision, a great multitude of heavily pregnant women who were readying
the hour of birth. Some were already getting into position to birth the life in their wombs. I heard the
Holy Spirit say to me, ‘I am birthing my WEAPONS of PURITY through my daughters across the earth in
this time and season.’ As I pondered this, I was reminded of a number I have been seeing repeatedly
everywhere I go; #144.
As I asked what this meant, the Holy Spirit led me to Luke 1:44-45 which says, ‘For behold, when the
sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in my womb leaped for joy. And blessed spiritually
fortunate and favored by God is she who believed and confidently trusted that there would be a
fulfillment of the things that were spoken to her by the angel sent from the Lord.”
There has been a company of women, God’s daughters, who have been in a state of dizziness and
confusion, lost, beat down and held back, they have felt as though they have no place, no purpose,
no direction and no voice, but the Father has heard their cries. I saw Him leading them out of their
brokenness in this very hour, shaking away the confusion and lies and restoring them to a place
of honor. I see He is releasing to their wombs NEW LIFE and they will birth PURITY with heavenly
strategies to carry out the purpose He has set before them. The life and destiny in their spiritual (and
physical) wombs will walk where no man has walked and overturn and overthrow strongholds set up
by the enemy from many generations ago.

Lana writes;

MY FIRE IS FALLING RELEASING THE MAIDENS OF PURITY
I saw the fire of God falling upon the daughters of God and a great birthing was taking place, and I
asked the Lord what birthing was happening and the Lord said: “These are My maidens of purity” The
Lord showed me such a deep work of His Spirit and fire upon women right now that was birthing a cry
from within them bringing PURITY, CLEANSING and FIRE to every area that they were sent to minister
in. From their houses, to their workplaces, to their cities, nations, the fire of God was being released
through them with SUCH LOVE bringing cleansing.
The impartations of fire within their wombs was SO HUGE, SO POWERFUL, that as they reached out in
their different roles and assignments, the fire of God was being released and bringing such cleansing.
Impurity, injustice, perversion, deception was being burnt away as the fire of His love fell powerfully
in the different realms of influence and seeing the hold of the enemy removed from those places.
All that was left was lives, cities, nations changed by the fire of His love that was released. The fire of
God that had fallen upon the daughters of God in this season, the embracing of that fire, to allow the
Lord to do what He needed to do in their hearts and souls was seeing them left with such incredible
impartations of His fire that was going to change the world.
I saw in the fire, in the birthing of the maidens of purity, the roar of the PERFECT JUSTICE and TRUTH
OF GOD being released from their mouths and wombs, releasing a PLUMB LINE into all arenas the
Lord sent them into, that was releasing the alignment of God. THEY ARE THE ESTHER’S, THE MARY’S,
THEY ARE THE DEBORAH’S

Virtuous Women Movement
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They were rising up like Esther’s, ready to stand for their nation, for their family, for their cities, and
stand in the gap to partner with the Lord to bring radical change. They were the Esther’s that stood
in the gap for the nation, but they were also the Mary’s that know how to sit at His feet and listen to
Him and delight in who He is. They were the ones who know how to live at His feet in deep surrender
and intimacy, stand for a city, stand for a nation, but also stop for the one. They know how to love like
Jesus in different contexts. They stand for justice and release the justice of God like Deborah, and they
lift their hands and hearts in praise to God wherever they go, shifting atmospheres.

DAUGHTERS WITH EYES OF FIRE

I saw the fire of God falling upon the daughters of God in this season and in this vision it fell upon
their eyes and I heard the Lord say “EYES OF DISCERNMENT” and I saw the daughters of God in
every sphere of influence the Lord had released them into, looking in the spirit into those spheres of
influence, and they were seeing with LASER POINT ACCURACY and they were seeing the strategy of
heaven, the blueprints of God to “map out” the new boundaries and mark out what God wanted to
do, but they were also uncovering the HIDDEN plans of the enemy and I heard the Lord say “Watch
the daughters, and the way I shall use them to uncover the hidden plots of the enemy and decree My
truth, to see the plans of the enemy overturned and the tables TURNED in the spheres of influence I
have released them into.” Every place the Lord sent them into and they moved in the discernment of
heaven, their declarations of truth, UNCOVERED THE TREASURES of God, what He wanted to do and
release - especially in the darkest and messiest of places.
I saw a breaker anointing coming forth from within women being activated and awakened to their
identity, their purpose, their assignment and their song in accelerated ways in this season, and
the birthing the greatest move of God upon the earth is being released. I heard the Lord say, “I am
releasing an ACTIVATION ANOINTING through My daughters in this season that is going to activate
homes, families, towns, cities and nations.” I saw the daughters of God being mantled with new
mantles and they were titled “TIPPING POINTS”. The Lord is raising up women right now all across
the earth in positions and places of destiny, unlike has ever been seen, with the mantles to RELEASE
THE TIPPING POINTS of God in homes, families, workplaces, cities and nations. I asked the Lord
about these TIPPING POINTS and I heard the Lord say: “THE TIPPING POINTS ARE BRINGING ABOUT
BIRTH!!!!” “Shall I bring to the moment of birth and not give delivery?” says the Lord. “Or shall I who
gives delivery shut the womb?” says your God.” - Isaiah 66:9
I heard the Lord say: “The enemy has come against women for so long attempting to hinder the
birthing of what I am doing in them and through them because of how I am releasing them and
raising them up now in the earth to RELEASE MY BIRTHING in the seven mountains and to usher in the
greatest move of My Spirit upon the earth.”
I saw the Lord “rewriting stories” for the daughters of God. I heard the Lord say “I AM REMOVING THE
LINES OF LIES”. I saw the Lord removing all the lies that have come against His daughters and He was
changing the story. Truth filled the pages, and on the top of every page it said “CHANGE! The day of
CHANGE is upon you! The day of CHANGE is upon you! Everything is about to CHANGE in a GLORIOUS
WAY! Your BEST DAYS are upon you.” The words “BEST DAYS” stood out to me. They were not based
upon circumstances, they were based upon the MOVE OF HIS SPIRIT within their lives. What He was
implanting, releasing, shaping and changing in them to release THROUGH THEM.
Virtuous Women Movement
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I saw the daughters of God with growing pregnant bellies, getting bigger and bigger by the day, and
the words ‘WOMBS OF FRUITFULNESS’ exploded all around me. What they were going to birth was
going to release LASTING FRUIT everywhere they went, but not only was the release of fruitfulness for
their spheres of influence and cities and nations, it was FOR THEM TOO. The fierce repayment of God
for all the enemy has stolen, coming back to them. The increase of God falling upon them.
The promises fulfilled. The clarity of calling. All of it screamed “HARVEST TIME!!!” It was time for the
daughters of God to rise up with the decree into cities and nations “IT’S HARVEST TIME”, but the Lord
was also decreeing over His daughters for their own lives “YOUR HARVEST TIME HAS ARRIVED”.
The “LINES OF LIES” had been ERASED and the REWRITING OF THE TRUTH of God had been released.
Unshakeable revelation of identity and who He was burned within them.
I then saw Jesus place His hand upon their wombs and upon their mouths, and He smiled and spoke..
“And now, you shall go forth and REWRITE HISTORY”

Daughters of God, you have been called for such a time as this. Rise up! You are about to see God do
FOR YOU and do THROUGH YOU what you have never experienced before. You are being sent out as
the midwives into your spheres of influence to call forth the greatest move of God the world has ever
seen. It’s your time to arise!
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